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(ABSTRACT) v

In this thesis, a presentation of a new canonical representation of multi-input multi-
output systems is given. The new characterization covers the full range of practical

y situations in linear systems according to the structural properties and model of the .
perturbations which are known. lts direct link to ARMA processes as well as to

classical state space representation ls also given. v
”

The importance of the new representation lies in the fact that all unknown parame-

ters and state variables appear linearly multlplied by either external variables (inputs

and outputs) that appear in the data record, or by matrices that are only composed

of ieroes and ones. This property enables us to perform a joint state and parameters

estimation. Moreover, if the noises are gaussian and their statistics are known, an
on-line algorithm that involves a standard dlscrete-time time-varying Kalman filter is
proposed and used successfully in the estimation of unknown parameters for simu-
lated examples.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, the importance of m¤dai building and identification has

increased greatly and has attracted considerable attention in many fields e.g chemi-

cal processes, biomedical engineering, economic systems, hydrology, aeronautics,

etc. When faced with an unknown system, control engineers sharpen their ability to

identify it, to obtain a more precise description of it.

Whether it is question of an automatic pilot of a ship, distillation unit, cement kiln,

or even the economy of a country, we often seek to give a mathematical model of the

phenomena, that is to say find a system of equations whose resolution gives results

and predictions in compliance with the observations. The automatic systems will be

elaborated according to those mathematical models.

To obtain the system equations, we rely on physical laws which will often be of cer-

tain utility provided that the phenomena remain relatively simple, but it is often im-

practical to put in equations all the detail of the phenomena governing a complicated

process.

The control engineer is often only interested in the input·output relation of the proc-

ess, the inputs being the set of the control values (e.g. flow of fuel in a thermal power
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station) and the outputs being the variables to control (e.g. steam pressure of a tur-

bine ).

ln those conditions, instead of trying to establish equations for the process, the usual

procedure of the control engineer is to identify it, that is to say obtain a model from

the observation of the inputs and outputs of the system.

ln the last several years, different algorithms for parameter identification have been

developed. Most of these algorithms were developed for discrete-time systems.

Some of them have already been successfully applied to engineering systems. For

off-line identification , the maximum likelihood method [3] is a very successful ap-

proach to obtaining unbiased estimates even when the noise level is quite high. The

generalized least squares method [9] also gives unbiased estimates, it is an

essantially iterative procedure for solving a highly nonlinear minimizatlon problem.

Also, the instrumental variable method [33,38], is less complicated to use, however,

less efficient than the others. For on-line identification, several methods were pro-

posed. Some of them used the same algorithms described above; an on-line maxi-

mum likelihood algorithm [12,31] which is less convenient for on-line identification.

an instrumental variable algorithm [3,38,31] a somewhat unattractive method because

of its complexity. Among others, the stochastic approximation [3,31] requires less

computation and gives good estimates. The crosscorelation algorithms [3,31], the

extended Kalman filter [31], which suffers from a large computational programming,

and numerous variations of those algorithms have been developed to improve the

rate of convergence and other computational aspects.
[

lN‘rRo¤uc‘nou 2



1.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND IDENTIFICATION

APPROACH

At the present time, many formulations of the problem of identification of multivarl-

able systems exist, and numerous techniques have also been developed to estimateA
systems’ parameters. One formulation is that of state space representation. The

~
basic idea behind it, ls to explore a class of state space canonical models, linked by

particularly simple relations to input-output data , that can be directly identified from

the input-output sequences. A fundamental contribution in this field can be found in

the papers by Ho and Kalman [14], Budin [6], their methods present a direct proce-
l

dure for minimal realization in a well defined structure. Guidorzi [13] has identified

a system in state space form by first estimating the parameters of the equivalent

input-output difference equation form. Then the system matrices (A,B,C) are recov-

ered from these estimated parameters. Because of the nonuniqueness of the repre-

sentation in the state space form, several canonical forms that reduce the number of

parameters to be estimated, as well as make the problem of identification simpler,

have been proposed [11]. Using canonical state space representation in identification

requires the knowledge of some extra structural parameters [5,8,11]. Most of the

exciting algorithms for identification of multivarlable systems are based on one of the
following methods: least squares, stochastic approxlmation, maximum llkelihood and

„ correlation. These algorithms are similar in many aspects and they concentrate

mainly on the problem of removing the bias in the parameter estimates introduced
N

due to the choice of the model. ln the identification approach proposed in this work,

an algorithm that involves an ordlnary Kalman filter ls presented.

lu‘rRo¤uc‘nou 3



The problem investigated in this study is as follows: consider an ARMA model de-

scribed by

A(z)y(k) = B(z)v(k) (1-1)

G(z) = A”1(z)B(z) (1.2)

where A(z) and B(z) are polynomial matrices and G(z) a rational transfer-function

matrix.

An explicit canonical form is available see Salut [29,30], where all unknown param-

eters appear Iinearly when an input-output record ls available, is developed. The

scheme utilized here, is additionally suitable when state estimation is required along

with parameter identification, it invoves augmenting the state variables of the system

by adjoining to them the unknown parameters vectors and treating them as a part of

the new state variable vector.

sur) = [ XT(k) l A' l s'
]’

(1.3)

The importance of this canonical form, lies in the factthat a pseudo-linear description

of the system can be derived. Using the extended state vector, the system can be

described by:

$(k + 1) = FC)/(k)-U(k)]$(k)· (1-4)

y(k) = HD/(k)-v(k)]$(k) (1-5)

This structure will enable us to construct an optimal estimator for all unknown pa-

rameters and variables of the system. However, in this thesls we will focus on the

identification of the parameters that describe the system’s rational transfer-function

matrix. The algorithm developed for the identification approach involves, as men-

lwrnooucnou 4



tioned earlier, a standard discrete-time Kalman filter. However, besides its advan-
tages in control theory, the approach is found to provide relatively fast and accurate

results.

1.1 OUTUNE OF THE THESIS

In chapter 2 a study of the problem of identification for single-input-single-output

(SISO) systems is described. A state variable modeling approach is used to combine

the identification of parameters and the estimation of the states of an ARMA model.

The choice of a parametric state space model implies the preliminary determination
‘

of the system order. A method for estimating the order from the data is discussed.

The resulting identification algorithm involves a standard discrete-time Kalman filter.

Finally, an example is included to illustrate the application of this procedure.

In chapter 3 a state space representation. is formulated for the identification of

multivariable systems in the transfer-function matrix representation. The proposed

approach decomposes the system into subsystems (one for each output) such that

the parameters of each subsystem are estimated independently. Canonical forms are
A

presented for each of the following cases.

a) Single-input·multi-output (SIMO) systems y

b) Multi-input-single-output (MISO) systemsln}
each case, an algorithm that extends the identification approach presented earlier

is used. Also, some examples are included to illustrate the performance of this ap-
proach.

3
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ln chapter 4 we study the minimal realization of multivarlable discrete-time systems

from the input-output observations. The problem is to find an irreducible realization

of rational transfer-function matrices, and to perform an estimation of the parameters.

The possibility of identification of such systems is discussed. The identification re-

quires the preliminary estimation of some structural parameters, a method for struc-

tural identification is also presented for that purpose. Finally, an illustration of the

canonical representation and an example of identification are presented.

ln chapter 5 concluding remarks are made and areas of further study and extensions

are discussed.
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0
SISO SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION

2.0IntroductionIn

many control problems, the main objective is to feedback the states of the system

in order to modify its behavior. Hence, in addition to the estimation of the parameters

of a model, the estimation of the states of the system from noise contaminated
I measurements of the Inputs and outputs is also necessary.

The problem of combined state and parameter estimation was originally posed as a

nonlinear state estimation problem by augmenting the state vector with the param-

eter vector [29,31].
'

ln this chapter a presentation of a new canonical representation [29] of single-input
f

single·output (SISO) dlscrete-time linear stochastic systems is given. Its equivalence

with pulse transfer function form interpretation, directly linked to autoregressive-

moving average (ARMA) processes as well as with classical state·space represen-

tation, is presented. V

suso SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION i
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The importance of this canonical representation is mainly in the fact that a simul-
taneous joint state and parameter estimation can be performed. A pseudo·linear

formulation of this canonical representation is derived, that is linear in the extended
vector but time·varying. Therefore, a discrete Kalman filter can be implemented to
yield the estimates of the states and unknown parameters. An estimation algorithm
for optimal linear estimation of the parameters is proposed for this purpose.
lt will be assumed that the order of the model is known a priori, and that equispaced

samples of the input/output data are available. ln practise, the order is not known a

priori. Hence, in this chapter we shall also study a method [13] for estimating the

order of single·input single-output systems.

2.1 Canonical Representation

Consider a single-input single-output ARMA model given by its n th order discrete-

time transfer function

6 y(Z) b„z”
b1z +boT(Z) z - 6,,-12 - - a1z — ao

which can be written as

b +b· —1+___+b —n+1+b —n
Hm =1-

6,,-12 — - a1z - acz

from equation (2.2) let us solvefor Y(z)

Y = b„U + z_1(b„-1U + a„-1Y) + + z_"(boU + a0Y) (2.3)

suso svstsms ¤¤sm·u=¤cA·nou
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Figure 1. Slgnal·1low graph for equation (2.3)

The resulting state model, called the obsevable state model, is given by the following

structure
U

x(k + 1) = <I>X(k) + l'u(k) (2.4)

y(k) = CX(k) + Dy(k) (2.5)

where e

siso svsmws ¤osn·m=1cA·nou s



0 0 0 O 60 b0+aob„
1 0 0 „. 0 81 b1 + 81bn
0 1 0 „• 0 82 b2 + 82bn

<!>(n><n)= : : : : : l"(n><1)= ::

C(1><n)=[000 01] D(1><1)=[b„]

Thus, our problem ls the determlnatlon of the parameters 6,, 6,, ..., 6„-,, b,, b,, ...., b,,

from the input/output data. The number of parameters to be estlmated ls N=2n +1.

Let the parameters vectors be

T -

Aand

b1bzlt

ls clear that the matrlces <I> and l" can be expressed as followsz

<D = T + A >< C (2.6)

l" = Bp + A >< D (2.7)

where

SISO SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION _ 10



0 0 0 0 0 ~

1 0 0 0 0 _
0 1 0 0 0

T(n >< n) = : : : : :

4 0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

subtituting the expressions of <I> and l" into (2.4), it can be shown that

X(k + 1) = (T + A >< C)X(k) + (BP + A >< D)u(k)

ie

X(k + 1) = TX(k) + A(CX(k) + Du(k)) + BPu(k) 2

using equation (2.5) this Ieads to

X(k + 1) = TX(k) + Ay(k) + BPu(k)

Therefore equations (2.4) and (2.5) may be expressed as:

l
Ü Ü Ü .„ Ü Ü 80 bo

1 0 0 „„ 0 0 81 b1

0 1 0 .„ 0 0 82 Ö2

X(k + 1) = : : : : : X(k) + : y(k) + : u(k) (2.8)

0 0 0 0 0 8,,-2 b,,-2
0 0 0 1 0 8,,-1 b,,-1

SIS0 SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION 11



· y(k) = [0 0 0 0 1] X(k) + [b„] u(k) · (2.9)

let the total B parameter vector be

·

BTNowlet us introduce the total parameter vector

PT(k) = [ATlBT] (2:1.+ 1) >< 1 matrix

lt can be shown that equations (2.8) and (2.9) may also be written as

x(k + 1) = TX(k) + G(k)P(k) (2.10)

P(k 1) = l2„+,P(k) (2.11)

° y(k) = cx(k) + N(k)P(k) (2.12)

where

G(k) = [y(k) >< l„ I u(k) >< I,, I 0] n >< (2n + 1) matrix

I, = i >< i identity matrix

N(k) = [ 0 0 0 0 u(k) ] 1 >< (2n + 1) row matrix

Using the extended vector that lnvolves augmenting the state variables of the system

by adjoining to them the unknown parameter vectors and treating them as part of the

new state variable vector.

ST(k) = [xT(k) l AT l BT] = [xT(k) I 1¤T(k)] (2.13)

suso svsmvis ¤¤Bu·rn=1cA·nou 12



The equations (2.8) , (2.9) and (2.10) will have the following pseudo-linear form for the
augmented state vector

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) (2.14)

Y(k) = H(k)$(k) 1
~_ (2-15)

Where

T G(k)
F(k) = * (3n + 1) >< (3n + 1) matrix

° I2n+1

and
U

H(k) = [C I N(k)] 1 >< (3n + 1) row matrix

The state representation given by equations (2.14) and (2.15) can be considered as a
time-varying linear system. The F(k) and H(k) are time·varying matrices, which can

be determined from the available record of input and output measurements at any

time k.

lf the form of eqns (2.14) and (2.15) is observable, it is possible to determine an op-

timal linear estimator for the system.

2.2 Observability of the representation

The question of observability of the system given in equations (2.14) and (2.15) can

be reduced to whether or not S(0) can be calculated given the sequence of input and

output data.

slso svs‘rEMs IDENTIFICATION 13



From equations (2.14) and (2.15)

$(k + 1) = F(k)S(k)

Y(k) = H(k)$(k)
U

this Ieads to 6

Y(0) = H(0)$(0)

YU) = HU)$U) = HU)F(U)$(0)

‘ Y(2) = H(2)$(2) = H(2)FU)F(0)$(0)

y(3n) = H(3n)$(3n) = H(3n)F(3n)F(3n — 1)......F(1)F(0)S(0) (

Hence,

v<¤)
F

Hiß)
YU) HU)F(0) _
Y(2) H(2)FU)F(0) “

: = :: $(0) = O$(0) (2.16)

y(6n)
A

H(3n)F(3n - 1)F(6)1 - 2).....F(1)F(0)

If $(0) is to be determined uniquely, O must be nonsingular. The observahility con-

dition is that the matrix O have rank 3n +1

siso SYSTEMS i¤Eu1'u=icA1'ioN 14



O is found to have the following structure

000 .... 01 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0 .... 0 0 uo
000 .... 10 0 0 0 .... 0 y° 0 0 0 .... 0 u0 u.

l
000 .... 00 0 0 0 ,... yo y1 0 0 0 .... uo u. u.

010....00 0 0 yO .... yn-4 yn-3 0 0 UO .... Un-4 Un-3 Un-2

O -
100 .... 00 0 yo 1 Y1 .... y„..3 y,,..2 0 uo u. .... u„..3 u„-2 u„-1
000....00 yo y1 y2 .... yn-2 yn-1 UO U1 U2 .... Un-2 Un-1 Un

000....00 y1 y2 Y3 .... yn-1 yn U1 U2 U3 .... Un-1 Un Un+1
000 .... 00 y2 ya Y4 .... y„ y„+, u2 ug u4 .... u„ u„.,.1 u„+2

000 ···· 001/2n-1 Yzn y2n+1 ···· Ysn-sYsn—2 u2n-1 U2n u2n+1 ···· u3n—3u3n—2u3n—1
000 ···· 00 Yzn y2n+1 y2n+2 ···· y3n·2 Ysn-1 u2n “2n+1“2n+2 ···· '-lan-: “sn—1 van

The structure of O shows that lt ls a function of the input and output data, hence, the

observability of the system depends on the continued excitation of the system by the

input. lt is well known that a random excitation,. such as a white noise sequence,

satisfies this requirement.

SISO SYSTEMS lDENTlFlCATION 15



2.3 Identification Algorithm

Consider the discrete·time dynamical system given by equations (2.14) and (2.15)

S(k + 1) = F(k)s(k) (2.14)

y(k) = F(k)S(k) (2.15)

The system (2.14), (2.15) ls completely observable in Kalman’s sense, assuming O to
be nonsingular, the state vector can therefore be reconstructed from at most 3n+1

independent measurements of the output signal. The state variables can, however,

be reconstructed from a mathematical model of the system.
4

Consider for example the following model

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) (2.17)

If (2.17) is a perfect model, i.e, if the model parameters are identical to those of the

system, and if the initial conditions of (2.14) and (2.17) are identical, then the stateé

of the model will be identical to the true state . If the initial conditions of (2.14) and

(2.15) differ, the reconstruction will converge to the true value only if the system
‘ (2.14) is asymptotically stable.

By exploiting the difference (y - HS) , we can adjust the estimate given by (2.17),

for example by using the reconstruction :

S(k + 1) =Ä F(k)S‘(k) + K(k)[y(k) — H(k)s(k)] (2.18)

Where K(k) is a suitably chosen matrix
I

·

slso SYSTEMS l¤ENTu=lcA‘nou 16



To get some insight into the proper choice of K(k), we will consider the reconstruction

error

ST(k) = S(k) — §(k)

By substracting (2.18) from (2.14), we get

§(k + 1) = [F(k) — K(k)H(k)] §(k) (2.19)

Hence by introducing a feedback in the observable model, it is possible to reconstruct

state variables even in the case the system itself is unstable. By a proper choice of

K(k), the reconstruction error §(k) will always converge to zero for arbitrary initial

states of (2.18).

It is, however, more realistic to model the states of the system as being subject to

random perturbatlons and to model the measurements as being noisy.

The question now is there an optimal choice of K(k). To pose such problem, we must

introduce more structure into the problem. To do so, we assume that the system is

actually governed by stochastic difference equations.

Consider the random signals y(k), S(k) described by the following equations, which

include the processes generating the noises and perturbatlons

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + V(k) (2.20)

y(k) = H(k)S(k) + w(k)
l

(2.21)

Where: i
S(k) is the extended state vector of the system

y(k) the measured output signal

V(k) and w(k) are white gausslan sequences with correlation functions

slso svsrslvls l¤Eu‘m=1cA11ou 17



VU<) VU) T Q 9 TE{ } = ökl (2-22)
w(k) w(I) 0 R

and more precisely, V(k) and w(k) are independent of all the past of the system

V(k) -E{ [S(0) S(k — 1) y(0) y(k — 1)]} = 0 (2.23)w(k)

V(k) and w(k) are also, assumed to be independent of the state S(k)

V(k) TE{ E $U<) ] }= 0 (2-24)
w(k)

The matrlces F(k) and H(k) are available at each time k from the record of the input-

output data. We assume also that the matrlces Q and R are known, as are the sta-

tistical characteristics of the initial state $(0), that is to say its mean value and

covariance matrix.

At the time k, we assume the measurement vector -

YT(k) = [y(0) vll) Y(k)] (2-25)

and seek to estimate the unknown vector

ST(k) = [s’(o) s’(1) ST(k)] (2.26)

The assumptions of the problem allow us in theory to calculate the mean values,

variances and covariances of S(k) and Y(k), hence, the possibility exists to apply the

general formulas of the optimal linear estimation to obtain S(k) as a linear function

of Y(k)

slso svsrams losN‘nl=1cA‘nol~l 18



The estimation problem can be stated as the choice of the optimal gain K(k) such
that the reconstruction error (2.18) is minimal.

The Kalman filtering can be applied to provide a technique for the identification of the
parameters and the estimation of the states. From a standard discrete Kalman filter
an estimation algorithm is developed. let

S(k/k) = optimal filtered estimate of S(k)

S(k+1/k) = optimal predicted estimate of S(k)

lf the optimal filtered estimate S(k/k) and the covariance matrix P(k/k) of the corre-
sponding tiltering error S(k/k) are known for some k, then the single-stage optimal

predicted estimate for all admissible loss functions is given by the expression

§(k + 1/k) = F(k)§(k/k) · wur; (2.27)

b

su i

mo ~

wo

Figure 2. Dlscrete-time Kalman filter

siso SYSTEMS ¤oEu'nr=1cA‘noN 19



The stochastic process { S(k+1/k), k=0,1,..} defined by the single·stage predicted

error relation

Ä-(k + 1/k) = S(k + 1) -
$\(k

+ 1/k)

is a zero mean gauss-markov process whose covariance matrix is given by the re-

Iation

P(k + 1/k) = F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q
·

(2.28)

The optimal tiltered estimate S(k+ 1/k+ 1) is given by the recursive relation

$(k + 1/k + 1) = F(k)S(k/k) + K(k + _1)[y(k + 1) - H(k + 1)F(k)$(k/k)] (2.29)

for k=O,1 ,.... where $(0/0) = $(0) . g
K(k+ 1) is a vector of dimension (3n +1) specified by the set of relations

K(k + 1) = P(k + 1/k)HT(k + 1)[H(k + 1)P(k + 1/k)HT(k + 1) + R]'° (2.30)

P(k + 1/k) = F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q (2.31)

P(k + 1/k + 1) = [I — K(k + 1)H(k + 1)]P(k + 1/k) (2.32)

For k=O,1,.... and P(0/0)= P(0)
I
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2.4 Structural Identification

2.4.1 Deterministic case

When modeling a single·input single-output system by a difference equation a value

for the model order must usually be assumed, and the system order ls finally deter-

mined by comparing the goodness of fit of several orders of the model. There are

some ways to test for the order of the system without first fitting coefficients to mod-

els. They give intuitive rather than statistical tests. However, once the order, or

arangeof orders, is determined an iterative modeling procedure such as maximum

likelihood can be applied and stronger tests for the system order can be used.

Now, we shall consider the problem where the order of the system ls unknown. In ~

other words, we know that the observations at our disposal came from a linear dy-
x

namic system but we know neither the parameters nor the order.

Although the order of the system is unknown, let us assume that it is less than n,

where n is some integer consider the following pulse transfer function

-1 1 — m -my(z) = b„, b,z (m S n) (2.33)
ulzl 1 + a„-1z + .... + a-,21 " + auz ”

The system may also be expressed in the form of a difference equation as

H Inl/(k) = l§18„-iY(k T Ü + Eobm-;¤(k T Ü (2-34)

Consider now the matrix of input/output data given by
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y(k) y(k + 1) ...... u(k) u(k + 1) ......
y(k + 1) y(k -1; 2) ...... u(k + 1) u(k + 2) ......

y(k + N) .... ...... u(k + N) ‘

= [ Y(k) Y(k + 1) ..... I U(k) U(k + 1) ..... ] (2.35)

Equation (2.34) shows that the dependence relations among the vectors of (2.35), is

directly related to the number of parameters that can be uniquely determined. The

vectors of (2.35) will therefore be selected in the following order.

Y(k), U(k), Y(k + 1), U(k + 1), ....., (2.36)

A vector is retained if and only if it is independent from previously selected ones;

when a dependent vector is found, all the remaining vectors belonging to the same

submatrix will also be dependent so that their test is unnecessary.

The integer N in (2.35) must be large enough in order to permit the selection of the

necessary number of independent vectors.

lt is certainly not advisable to carry out the structural identification directly on the

vectors of (2.35) because of the large amount of storage necessary; moreover, the

required storage would be a function of N. Since for every matrix , D, rankD=rank(

D' D) a more useful algorithm follows. let

I
L,(Y) = [ Y(k) Y(k + 1) ...... Y(k + i - 1) ] (2.37)

L,(U) = [ U(k) U(k + 1) ...... U(k + i - 1) ] (2.38)
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Then the matrix (2.35) taking 6, vectors in the first submatrix and 6, vectors in the
second can be written as g

R(51- 52) = { L6,(V) l L6,(U) } (2-39)

Define the product R’R as l

$(51. 52) = RT(51„ 52)R(51„ 52) (2-40)

S(6,_ 6,) is therefore a square matrix whose dimension ls given by 6, + 6,

Construct then the sequence of increasing dimension matrices

$(2,1), $(2,2), ....., $(5,4), (2.41)

and select from (2.41) nonsingularones. When a singular matrix is found the proce-
dure ends.

3

let $(u,, p,) be a singular matrix in (2.41) and let p, be the index increased by one with _

respect to the previous nonsingular matrix in the sequence. Then the order is given
bv ¤ = ul · 1 - .
We may assume m=n with the knowledge that if m < n the parameters b, for i=

2m·n, , n will be found to be equal to zero.

2.4.2 In the presence of noise

lt will be assumed here that the input and output sequences are corrupted by an ad-
ditive uncorrelated noise with zero·mean, the noisy components of the input/output

vectors will be denoted withuf

(k) = u(k) + 6„(k) (2.42)
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‘ Y)(k) = Y(k) + ~‘·=y(k) (2-43)

lf the statistics of the noise are known, the origin of its effect can, however, be easily
detected and eliminated. Because of the independence of the errors and ergodicity

‘ of all signals, the noisy covariance matrix can be decomposed, as the amount of data

becomes large, into parts due to the·signal and the noise.

‘ U"' ls' = U'" ls + R(s) (2 44)N —+ GO N N —• GO N '

Where R(s) ls the covariance matrix of the noise vector. When N is large enough a

consistent estimation of S is therefore

( 8 = 8* - N >< R(6) (2.45)

The identification of the system structure will be performed on the sequence of ma-
trices S( )1,, (,1,).

When the same amount of uncorrelated zero·mean noise is added to the input-output
sequences and nonoverlapping sets of data are used, then R(6) = 6*I where 6* the

variance of the noise so that l

Lim 1 • _ Lim 1 2~..¤-ms ~..¤mS*°’ (wi

lt is also important to note that, an estimate of 6* ls given by the least eigenvalue of

the symmetrical matrix S(p, u) for u > n so that a consistent estimate of the structure

can be obtained. The same technique can be applied when different amou nts of nois
are present of the various Inputs and outputs by performing a previous scaling on the
data; the ratio of the different noises must however be known.
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2.5 lllustrative example

To illustrate the identification approach developed earlier, an example has been

considered. The proposed algorithm was applied to the identification of a simulated

system. The order of the system was assumed a priori, thus, our only problem is the

determlnation of the parameters from the input-output
data.Considerthe following second order continous·time transfer function

G = —l—- E.1(S) s(s + P) n ( )

WhereK

= 6 and p = 3

A dlscrete—time signal { u(kT), k=0,1,...} as an input to excite the system

uam vll)
ZQH G(s) ————• Y(kT)

T T

Figure 3. Sampled-data system fer the example

The equivalent dlscrete—time transfer function of the clamped-input, sampled-ouput
plan is given by the following expression

(
b + b

(
G(Z) = (gg)

Z " 812 ‘ 80

Where
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ao = - e-PT = -0.548812

a1 = 1 +
e—pT

= 1.548812

bo = %—(1 - pTa_pT - e°pT) = 0.081268
P

b1= l(?( -1+ pT + a°pT) = 0.099208
P

Using the canonical representation developed in equations (2.8) and (2.9) the system
described by equation (E.2) can be expressed in the following state-space represen-
tation .

4

0 0 Bo bo
X(k + 1) = X(k) + y(k) + u(k) (E.3)

1 0 $1 b1

ylk) = [0 1] Xlkl
1

(E-4) ’

Acoording to equations (2.14) and (2.15), the system (E.3) and (E.4) can be expressed
as 1

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) (E.5)

J/lk) = H(k)$(k) (E6)

Where

ac 81 bo Ö1]

T G(k) 0 0
I

F(k) = G(k) = [y(k)I2 I u(k)I2] and T =
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H(k) = [0 1 0 0 0 0 ] I, = i >< i identity matrix

The proposed algorithm was used to estimate the parameters of the system from the

record of input-output data. The estimatlon method was performed on simulated data

A generated by the system (E.2). A unit step signal to which was added a zero·mean,
white gaussian noise was used as an input to excite the system. We know from the
Iinearity of the system that the signal is in part the response due to {the noise-free
input and in part the output noise. A
From the simulated noise contaminated input-output data the following algorithm is

used for the identification of the parameters of the system

M(k + 1) = F(k)P(k)FT(k) + Q

K(k + 1) = M(k)HT(k)[H(k + 1)M(k + 1)HT(k) +
R]_1

P(k + 1) = [I - K(k + 1)H(k + 1)]M(k + 1)

And
I

$(k + 1) = F(k)$(k) + K(k + 1)[y(k + 1) — H(k + 1)F(k)$(k)]

The initial state is assumed to be null and perfectly known, the input and output

noises are independent normallzed gaussian white noises, with known covariance

matrices so,

$(0) = Q and P(0) = 100I

~. Q = diag(.001,.001,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000)

R = 0.001
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The computational results of the estimation algorithm are summarized in the figures
shown at the end of the chapter. Only the estimated parameters of the characteristic

polynomial are shown. Two different noise levels (6* == 0.10, 6* = 0.30 ) were used
x

in the experiment.

2.6 Discussion

The identification approach developed was applied to the identification of a simulated

system and lt was found that the method is easy to use and provides a valuable
technique for parameter estimation.

The computed estimates are fairly good, and reasonable estimates are obtained after

only 7 iterations as expected, which shows that this method converges to the true
value very fast indeed. Hence, it requires less computing time than other methods.

The great disadvantage of the method is the assumption that all random variables

involved are gaussian. Also, the method is mostly suitable when state estimation is

required. (
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MISO AND SIMO SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION

3.0 Introduction . —

The problem of identification of multivariable systems from input/output data has re-
S

ceived much attention during the last decade. One of the important factors involved
in this problem ls the choice of model representatlon to be used for identification.
Each model chosen affects the complexity and the blasedness of the identification
algorithm. Numerous papers have been published on the problem, and many of
these papers have used the state·space description for identification. This de-
scription has the advantage, as it will be shown in chapter 3, that certain canonlcal
forms can be used to avoid overparametrizatlon in the model. On the other hand it
has the disavantage thatin order to obtain canonical forms for the state-space model
one must first determine the structural indices of the system, which may be quite in-
volved. An alternative approach to the problem, which avoids this difficulty is to es-
timate the parameters of the system in the transfer-function matrix repersentation.
ln this case it is only required to know the order of the system. Many algorathms
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were developed to compute the order of a multivariable linear discrete·time system.
Starting from a well defined transfer·function matrix with unknown parameters, we

will attempt to combine state and parameter estimation for the considered model „

using the canonical representation introduced in chapter 1, which will be extended
to the cases of multiple-input single-output (MISO) and single—input multiple·output ~
(SIMO) linear systems. A discussion of the multiple-input multiple·output case is also
given.

3.1 MIMOsystemsConsider

a linear discrete·time multivariable system with p inputs and m outputs. lt
can. be represented by an m >< ptransfer-function matrix, G(z) with the following

input/output relationship. l
I 11

( Y(k) = G(z)U(k) (3.1)

Where Y(k) is the m-dimensional output vector sequence, U(k) is the p—dimensional
input vector sequence and z the unit advance operator. The structural parameters

required to characterize the transfer·function matrix of the system are the orders of

the numerator and the denominator of each of the elements of G(z).
The transfer-function matrix G(z) can be written as

g11(Z) ······ g1p(z)

G(z) =
U U · (3.2)

« g„„(z) ...... g?(z)
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Where each element, g,,(z), i=1,..,m ; j=1,..,p is a rational function of z. The
transfer·function matrix, G(z), can be expressed as

2 6 == —L- I Z : 3.3 1(Z) Dm 2 : _

:WhereD(z) is the characteristic polynomial of the system, defined as the least com-

mon monic denominator of all minors of G(z). The entries gg(z) are polynomials in

z. The structural parameters required to characterize G(z) in the form (3.3) are the
order of the polynomial D(z), the order of the system, and the order of the polynomials

ebiz).
lt will be assumed that D(z) is a polynomial of order n ( order of the system ), and ·

gg(z)'s are also polynomials of order n. Hence one may write

D(z) = z" -
a„-1z"—1 — - a1z - aß (3.4)

And

g&(z) = bgz" + bgz” + + bgz1 + bg (3.5)

[lf the true order of any of the g;(z) is less than n the corresponding coefficients in

equation (3.5) will be found when estimated as zero ].

From the definition of G(z) given ln equation (3.3) the outputs can be written as

mz) == (3.6)D(Z) 1=1
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The given system can be decomposed into m subsystems ( m= number of outputs )
as shown in equation (3.6). Each of these subsystems corresponds to one row of the
matrix G(z) and can be regarded as a multiple-input single·output (MISO) system.
Hence the parameters of each subsystem can be estimated independently and the

. identification of the whole system is accomplished in m separate steps. We can no-
tice that the parameters of the characteristlc polynomial, D(z), are estimated m times;
during each iteration (i.e., for each one of the m subsystems). To reduce the com-
putation in the proposed algorithm, it is possible to avoid estimating the parameters
of D(z) more than one time. Thls can be accomplished by taking them as constants
after the identification of the first subsystem, or by introducing in parallel state space
representation for each element g„(z) of G(z) with D(z) as the common denominator.

3.2 Multiple-Input Single-Output Systems

Consider a two·lnput single·output linear discrete-time system given by its ARMA
model transfer-function matrix. This system can be represented as follows

b" ”+·-·+b1z+b° b"z"+---+b‘z+b°y(Z)Z
"' 812 " ag Z " 8,,..12 " ••• " 81Z " 80

Our problem can be stated as the determination of the parameter a, ; i=1,n-1 and bf)
; j= 1,2 and k=1,n based on the measured input/output data sequence.

Using a state variable representation, this systen can be written in the following ob-

servable canonlcal form

X(k + 1) = <I>X(k) + l“U(k) (3.8)
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y(k) = CX(k) + DU(k) (3.9)

where

U1(k)
. U(k) =

U2(k)

0 0 0 0 ao _ ‘

1 0 0 0 a1 bg, + aobl?1 b$2 + a,b{'2
0 1 0 ... 0 82

::0

0 0 0 6,,-, ¤(’,°‘
+ a„-,b(', 0;*;* + a„-,bl',

0 0 0 „„ 1 8,,-1

c(1 >< n) = [0 0 0 0 1] 0(2 >< 1) = [bl', bf,]

The number of parameters to be estlmated ls N=3n+2.

Let the parameters vectors be

AT = [80 81

82and

r _ 1 0 2 -1 __Bw, - [bu b-U bu bß il for]- 1,2

lt is clear that the matrices <I> and F can be expressed as follows:

<I>=T+A><C (3.10)

1* = [6,,, 6,2,] + A >< 0 (3.11)
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where

0 0 0 0 0‘ 1000
1 0 0 0

1 T(n><n)=-::»: ::
l

0 0 0 0 0
' 0 0 0 1 0

subtituting the expressions of <I> and I" into (3.8), it can be shown that

X(k + 1) = (T + A >< C)X(k) + ([811p Buß] + A >< D)U(k)

ie

X(k + 1) = TX(k) + A(CX(k) + DU(k)) + [BMP 812,,] U(k)

using equation (3.9) this Ieads to

X(k + 1) = TX(k) + Ay(k) + [BMP 812,,] U(k)

Therefore equations (3.8) and (3.9) may be expressed as:
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I
0 0 0 0 0 ao 02, 022]
1 0 0 0 0 6, 02, 02,
0 1 O „„ 0 0 82 b$1 b$2

X(k + 1) = : : : : : X(k) + : y(k) + : : U(k) (3.12)

0 0 0 0 0 6,,-, 0222 02;*
0 0 0 1 0 6,,-, 02,* 02;** 1

y(k) = [0 0 0 0 1] x(k) + [02, 022] U(k) (3.13)

let the total B parameters vector _I
B5 =

lßlplbßlNowlet us introduce the total parameter vector
I

I I
PT(k) = [AT l BL IBL,] (3n1+ 2) >< 1 matrix

lt can be shown that equations (3.12) and (3.13) may also be written as

X(k + 1) = Tx(k) + G(k)P(k)2
2

(3.14)

P(k + 1) = l3„.,.2P(k) (3.15)

y(k) = cx(k) + Iv(k)P(k) (3.16)

where

_ G(k) = [ y(k)l,, I M,(k) I M2(k)] n >< (3n + 2) matrix M, = [u,(k)I,, I 0] for i = 1,2

I, = i >< i identity matrix
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N(k) = [n1(k) I n2(k)] where n,(k) = [oo .... 0u,(k)] for I = 1,2

Using the extended vector that involves augmenting the state variables of the system
by adjoining to them the unknown parameter vectors and treating them as part of the
new state variable vector.

ST(k) = [xT(k) I AT I BT] = [XT(k) I PT(k)] (3.17)

The equatlons (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) will have the following form for the augmented
state vector

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) (3.18)

y(k) = H(k)S(k) (3.19)

Where

T G(k)
F(k) = (4n + 2) >< (4n + 2) matrix

°
,30+2

and

H(k) = [C I N(k)] 1 >< (4n + 2) rcw matrix

The representation is considered to be pseudo·linear, linear and time-varying.

3.2.1 Generalization to the case of r-input and one-output

Now, we consider the case when it is question of a subsystem of a discrete-time

multivariable system.
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ln general the system will be represented

byy(z)
J=1 z

aoLetthe parameters vectors be
M

AT =· [aa@1'
aß), == [aß aß aß aß°’] rar 1 = 1 ,...,1-

- aß = [aßp l aßpl aß,] .

The number of parameters to be estlmated ls N -r(n+ 1) + n _
The system can be expressed as follows 1

x(k + 1) =·= Tx(k) + Ay(k) + BpU(k) (3.21)

y(k) == CX(k) + 3”U(k) (3.22)

B" = [aß af, aß.] UT(k) = [u,(k) u2(k) u,(k)]

B5 “' [BLPMÖ] 1

Let us introduce the total parameter yector

PT(k)
- [A'laß Iaßl laß]

lt can be shown that equations (3.21) and (3.22) may also be written as

x(k + 1) = TX(k) + G(k)P(k) (3.23) _
[

P(k + 1) = ll=$(k) · (3.24)
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y(k) = CX(k) + N(k)P(k) (3.25)WhereG(k)
= [ y(k) >< I,, I M,(k) I M2(k) M,(k)] n >< (m + n + r) matrix

M, = [u,(k)I„ I 0] rer; =1,...,r

I, = i >< I Identity matrix

N(k) = [h,(k) I where h,(k) = [00.... 0u,(x)]

uslng the extended vector that lnvolves augmenttng the- state variables of the system

by adjoinlng to them the unknown parameter vectors and treating them as part of the

new state variable vector.

ST(k) = [x'(k) I A’ I 6*] = [XT(k) I PT(k)] (3.26)

The equations (2.8) , (2.9) and (2.10) wlll have the following pseudo-linear form for the

augmented state vector

S(k + 1) =·F(k)$(k) (3.27)

y(k) =·= H(k)S(k) (3.28)

Where
I

T G(k)
F(k) [0 I

((n + 1)r + 2n) >< ((n + 1)r + 2n) matrix

and
I
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H(k) = [C I N(k)] 1 >< ((n + 1)r + 2n) row matrix

3.2.2 Identification algorithm »

At this point, we have considered only the determlnlstlc part of the system and as-
sumed that the input-output data is free of noise. Since most practical systems have

considerable measurement noise, a reallstlc algorithm should assume that the avail-

able data be corrupted by noise. ln such practical situations one may model the

system as

3 S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + V(k) (3.29)

y(k) = H(k)S(k) + w(k) (3.30)

Where: T

S(k) ls the extended state vector of the system

y(k), the measured output signal

V(k) and w(k) are white gaussian sequences with correlatlon functions

VU0 VU) T Q 0 (
E{ } * öki (131)

w(k) w(I) 0 R

More preclsely, V(k) and w(k) are independent of past and present states of the sys-

tem Equations (3.29) and (3.30) are derived from stochastic difference equations,

which include the processes generatlng the noises and perturbations
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° The matices F(k) and H(k) are available at each tlme k from the record of the input-

output data. We assume also that the matrices Q and R are known, as well as the

statistical characteristics of the initial state $(0), that Is to say its mean value and

covadance.

At time k, we assume the measurements vector

YT(k) -
[ Y(0) Y(1) Y(k) ] (3.32)

and seek to estimate the unknown vector

ST(k) == [ s'(o) s’(1) ST(k) ] (3.33)

The assumptlons of the problem allow us ln theory to calculate the mean values,

varlances and covariances of S(k) and Y(k), hence, the possibllity to apply the general

formulas of the optimal linear estimation to obtaln S(k) as a linear function of Y(k)

The estimation problem can be stated as the choice of the optimal gain K(k) such

that the reconstruction error (3.34) is minimal.
l

+ 1) = F(k)§(k) + K(k)[ y(k) - H(k)$(k) ] (3.34)

The Kalman flltering algorlthm can be applied to provide a technique for the identifl-

cation of the parameters and estimation of the states.

From a standard discrete Kalman fllter an estimation algorithm is developed. let

S(k/k) = optimal flltered estimate of S(k)

$(k+1/k) == optimal predlcted estimate of $(k)
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lf the optimal filtered estimate$(k/k) and the covariance matrix P(k/k) of the corre-
sponding filtering error $(k/k) are known for some k, then the single-stage optimal

_ predicted estlmate for all admlsslble loss functions ls given by the expression

$(k + 1/k) ·- F(k)$(k/k) ( (3.35)

The stochastlc process {$(k 1/k), k-0,1,..} defined by the single-stage predicted
error relation (

§(k + 1/k) = S(k + 1) — $(k + 1/k)

is a zero mean gauss·markov process whose covariance matrix is given by the re-

Iation

P(k + 1/k) = F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q (3.36)

The optimal filtered estlmate S(k+1/k+ 1) is given by the recursive relation

§(k + 1/k + 1) = F(k)S(k/k) + K(k + 1)[y(k + 1)_H(k + 1)F(k)$(k/k)] (3.37)

for k=-0,1,.... where $(0/0) = $(0)

K(k+ 1) is the filter gain specified by the set of relations

K(k + 1) = P(k + 1/k)HT(k + 1)[H(k + 1)P(k + 1/k)Hr(k + 1) +
R]”°

(3.38)

P(k + 1/k) == F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q
f

(3.39)

P(k + 1/k + 1) = [I - K(k + 1)H(k + 1)]P(k + 1/k) (3.40)

f
For k=0,1,.... and P(0/O)=P(0)
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3.2.3 lllustrative example

An example of identification is presented to lllustrate the proposed approach. A

strictly proper pulse transfer functlon matrix describes the two·input one·output sys-
2

tem. ·

Consider the 1 >< 2 pulse transfer functlon matrix

mz) = ü); H,,(z) H,,(z) ] (6.1)

For the given example it was assumed

D(z) =- z3 — a,z2 - a,z - a° (E.2)

1-(,,(z) = 6i,z’ + 6i,z + 62, (6.3)

H,2(z) = b$,z’ + 6},z + bf, (6.4)

With the following values of the parameters
2

aa = 0.375 a, = 0.625 az = — 0.75 (

62, = 3.375 bi, =· - 4.0 bi, = 1.0 (

bi', = — 1.125 bi, ¤ 3.0 bi, = — 2.0

[ The fact that the discrete-time transfer functlon matrix is strictly proper leads to

bi, = 0 and bi, = 0 , which reduces the number of parameters to estlmate ]

Using a state variable representatlon (3.13), this system can be written in the fol-

lowing observable canonical form
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0 0 0 ag 02, 02,
x(k + 1) = 1 0 0 x(k) + a, y(k) + 0}, 0}, U(k) (5.5)

¤ 1 ¤ ¤„ bt, bf,
y(k) = [0 0 1 ]X(k) (E.6)

where

AT = E ¤¤ ¤« az 1
a}=[ 0}} 0} 0}] for 1=1,2

We define the total parameters vector as: P'(k) = [ A' I B} I 8;, ]

From equatlons (3.38) and (3.39) we may also write

x(k + 1) -= TX(k) + 6(k)P(k) (5.7)

P(k. + 1) = I9P(k) (5.6)

Y(k) = cx(k) (5.6)

Where

6(It) = [ y(k)I, I M,(k) I M,(k)] (6 >< 6) matrix M, = [u,(k)I, I 0] mr I = 1,2

0 0 0
r= 1 0 0 c = [ 0 0 1 J 2

0 1 0

I, = I >< I Identity matrIx

Using the extended vector S'(k) == [ X’(k) I P'(k) ] , it Ieads to
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S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) (E.10)

» Y(k + 1) = H(k)S(k) I (E.11)

Where

T G(k)
F(k) = (12 >< 12) H(k) = [C I 0] (1 >< 12)

lt will be more realistic to consider the system as being subject to random perturba-
tions and the measurements as being noisy, so, we reformulate our system as fol-
Iows

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + V(k)
I

(E.12)

Y(k) = H(k)S(k) + w(k) (E.13)

Where the noises V(k) and w(l$) are white gaussian noises, assumed to be of zero-
mean and uncorrelated.

A unit step corrupted by an addltive zero-mean, white gaussian noise was used to T

excite the system. From the simulated noise contaminated lnput·output data, the
proposed approach was used to estimate the parameters.

The following algorithm was used 1

M(k) = F(k — 1)P(k — 1)FT(k) + Q . . (E.14)
I

K(k) = M(k)HT(k) [ H(k)M(k)HT(k) + R ]'1 (E.15)

K(k) = [ I - K(k)H(k) ]M(k) T
I

I (E.16)

and
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· $(k) = F(k - 1)$(k - 1) + K(k)[ Y(k) - H(k)F(k — 1)$(k — 1) (E.17)

The initial state ls assumed to be null, the input and output noises are independent

normalized gaussian white noises, with known covarlance matrices

$(0) 0 and P(0) == 100/

Q, 0
C/(12 >< 12) = Q,(3 >< 3) =-= dlag(.001..001,.001)

0 0

R = .001

The results of the flrst 30 iteratlons are shown in the flgures at the end of the chapter.
Only the estimates of the pararneters of the characterlstlc polynomial are shown. As
before, two different noise levels were used (6* ¤ 0.10, 6* = 0.30). .
As shown in the figures, the estlmates are very accurate and good; reasonable esti·

mates are obtained after just 10 iteratlons, which proves again that this approach

converges very fast.
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3.3 Single-input muItipIe·output systems

In considering SIMO systems, we attempt to show that there is another posslbility of

estimating MIMO systems by considering a state space representation of each ele-

ment of G(z) in parallel with those of the other elements in the matrix transfer-

function. .
Conside.r a slngIe·input two·output system given by

1 b},z
n n n—1 n-1 1 0 (3'ss)

z - a„-1z — — a1z — ao b21z + bm z + + b2,z + bz,

This system can be written in the following state variable form

x(k + 1) = x(k) + u(k) (3.36)

c 0 bl',v(k) = x(k) + u(k) ‘ (3.37)0 c bg',

Where 1
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000...00,,”100...0
81

l
,bL+a,bß

010...0 0,

0 0 0 ··r
0 0 0 1_ .2 0,,-, +61,,-,0}}

C(1,>< n) = [0 0 0 01]

The number of parameters to be estlmated ls N==3n_+2

Let the parameters vectors be

A = :80 ¤1 @2 ¤„-1:)

. BL, == [0,2 0,2 02 1,2

all = [6%, l bi:] 1

Let us lntroduce the total parameters vector

PT(k) = [A' l BL l BL] (sn + 2) .>< 1 matrix

Uslng the augmentatlon used ln the previous paragraph, It can be shown that our

system can be represented by the followlng set of equatlons

T 0 A 0 ‘B11px(k + 1) =· x(k) + Y(k) + (3.38)0 T 0 A 62,,, ·
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[6 0] ( bf,
· Y(k) = x(k) + u(k) T (3.39)0 6 bg',

It can be shown that equatlons (3.38) and (3.39) may also be wrltten as y

X(k + 1) == TX(k) + G(k)P(k) (3.40)

P(k + 1) = I3„+2P(k) (3.41)

y(k) == CX(k) + N(k)P(k) (3.42)

where

y1(k)I„ u(k)I„I0 0_ G(k) = I I (2h) " (3n + 2)
y2(k)I„ 0 u(k)I,,I0

0 u(k) 0 0
I

N(k) = I I I 2 x (3n + 2)
0 0 0 u(k)

T 0 C 0 —
T = C =•I. J l.

JTheequatlons (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42) wlll have the followlng pseudo-linear form for

the augmented state vector

s(k + 1) = F(k)s(k) (3.43)

vlk) = H(k)$(k) (3-44)

[r om] (
F(k) = (sn + 2) >< (sn + 2) H(k) =- [c N(k)] (2 >< (sn + 2))

0 ,3n+2
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3.3.1 Generalization to the case of one-Input and m-outputs
1

Now, we show that our representatlon contains all the parameters of the first column
elements of G(z), and can be extended to the other elements for MIMO systems.
However, we will end up with a huge system.

In general the system will be represented by

·Y(Z)= Z Z Z Z Z Z (351)
Zn'8„..1Zn "'···"'81Z"8° ZZ III!

The number of parameters to be estlmated is N== m(n +1)+ n

This system can be written in the following state variable form

<l> 0 ..... 0 F,
0 <I> ..... 0 F,

X(k + 1) = : : : : X(k) + : u(k) (3.52)

0 0 ..... <l> 1",„

c 0 0 0;,
0 c ..... 0 0;,

Y(k) = : : : : X(k) + : u(k) (3.53)

0 0 ..... c 0;,,

The parameters vectors are ~
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AT = [80 81 82 8::-1]

aßp = [bf.} bä nä rar 1 ·= 1 ,...,m

B1; = [81];: I biz]

Uslng the argumentation used ln the previous paragraph, lt can be shown that our (

system can be represented by the following set of equatlons

x(k + 1) = TX(k) + Ay(k) + au(k) (3.54)

Y(k) = CX(k) + B”u(k) (3.55)

a" == [bl', 6;, 6,'},,]' ·

a'- [aß„laß„I ...... laß,]

A 0 ..... 0 T 0 ..... 0 C 0 ..... 0
0 A ..... 0 0 T ..... 0 0 c ..... 0

A = : : : : T = : : : : C = : : : :

4 4 -44.4 444444. 4 4 4 4
Let us introduce the total parameters vector

4 1¤’(1t) = [ATIBL laß l laß,] >< 1 matrix

lt can be shown that equatlons (3.54) and (3.55) may also be written as 4

X(k + 1) = TX(k) + G(k)P(k) 4 (3.56)

P(k + 1) = IP(k) 4
Ä (3.57)
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y(k) = CX(k) 1- N(k)P(k) (3.58)Where I
y1(k)I,, u(k)I„I0 0 0

y2(k)I„ · 0 u(k)I„I0 0
G(k)== I I I (mn+n+m)x(mn+n+m)

y,„(k)I,„ 0 0 u(k)I„I0

0lu(k) 0 .... 0 y
0 0Iu(k) .... 0

_ N(k) = m >< (mn _+)n + m)

I
0 0 0Iu(k)‘

I

Q -
Finally, the pseudo·llnear representatlon ls given by the following equations

I
s(k + 1) =·¤· F(k)$(k) (3.59)

y(k) = H(k)S(k) (3.60)

Where —

[1 em]
F(k) = 0 I

and I
’

um == [c I Ivuo]
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3.3.2 Identification algorithm

At this point, the results derived are of theoritical Interest only, since the measure-
ments are always contamlnated with noise. In practical situatlons one may model the
system as follows

U A

‘ S(k + 1) - F(k)S(k) + V(k) (3.29)

y(k) = H(k)S(k) + w(k) ‘ (3.30)

where:

S(k) is the extended state vector of the system
y(k) the measured output signal
V(k) and w(k) are white gaussian sequences with correlation functions

VU<) VU) T Q
°E{ } = 8,,, (3.31)

w(k) w(I) 0 R

and more precisely, V(k) and w(k) are independent of the past and present states of

the system. Equations (3.29) and (3.30) are derived from stochastic difference
equations, which include the processes generatlng the noises and perturbations

The matlces F(k) and H(k) are available at each time k from the record of the input-
output data. We assume also that the matrices Q and R are known, so are the sta-

tistical characteristlcs of the initial state $(0), that ls to say its mean value and 3

covariance.

At time k, we assume the measurements vector

YT(k) = [ Y(0) Y(1) Y(k) J (3.32)
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and seek to estimate the unknown vector

U ST(k) é [ s’(0) ST(1) ST(k) ] (3.33)

The assumptlons of the problem allow us in theory to calculate the mean values,

variances and covariances of S(k) and Y(k), hence, the possibllity to apply the general

formulas of the optimal linear estimatlon to obtaln S(k) as a linear function of Y(k)

The estimatlon problem can be stated as the choice of the optimal galn K(k) such that
the reconstructlon error (3.34) ls minimal. g

§(k + 1) =¤= F(k)§(k) + K(k)[ y(k) — H(k)§(k) ] (3.34)

Kalman theory can be applied to yleld an estimatlon technique for the identification
of the parameters and the estimatlon of the states.

From a standard dlscrete Kalman filter an estimatlon algorithm is developed. let

S(k/k) = optimal filtered estimate of S(k)

S(k+1/k) = optimal predicted estimate of S(k)

lf the optimal filtered estimate é(k/k) and the covarlance matrix P(k/k) of the corre-
sponding filtering error é(k/k) are known for some k, then the single-stage optimal
predicted estimate for all admisslble loss functions ls given by the expression

§(k + 1/k) = F(k)§(k/k) (3.35)

i
The stochastlc process {S:(k 1/k), k=0,1,..} defined by the slngle·stage predicted
error relation
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§(k + 1/k) =¤= S(k 1- 1) — §(k + 1/k)

ls a zero mean gauss·markov process whose covariance matrix is given by the re-

lation

P(k + 1/k) ¤ F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q (3.36)

· The optimal filtered estimate é(k 1/k 1) ls given by the recursive relation
U

§(k + 1/k + 1) = F(k)S(k/k) + K(k + 1)[y(k + 1)_H(k + 1)F(k)§(k/k)] (3.37)

for k=0,1,.... where é(q/0) =S(0)

K(k+ 1) is the filter gain specified by the set of relations

K(k + 1) = P(k + 1/k)HT(k + 1)[H(k + 1)P(k + 1/k)HT(k + 1) + R]" (3.38)

P(k + 1/k) = F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q (3.39)

P(k + 1/k + 1) = [I - K(k + 1)H(k + 1)]P(k + 1/I:) (3.40)

For k=0,1,.... and P(0/O)= P(O)

3.3.3 lllustrative example

To lllustrate the proposed approach, a system with one-input and two·outputs was

considered for identification. The discrete·tlme transfer function matrix that de-

scribes the system is strictly proper, which reduces the number of parameters to

estimate.
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Consider the 2 X 1 pulse transfer function matrix
3
Hm 1 H"(Z) (E1)

~

For the given example it was assumed

D(z) = 23 - 6222 — 6,2 — Bu _ (E.2)

Hill:) == vii? + vii: + bi', T las)
:12,12) = bg,} + bg,.-2 + bg, (6.4)

With the following values of the parameters

62 = 0.32 6, = 0.88 62 == 0.2
3

T
62, =- — 2.28 6}, =· 3.2 bf, = 1.0 .

ng, == — 4.08 bg, · 2.4 bg, = 2.0

[ The assumption that the pulse transfer function matrix is strictly proper leads to

bg, =0andbg,=0]

Using the augmentatlon used in the previous paragraph, lt can be shown that our
system can be represented by the followlng set of equations

T 0 _ A0 8,,xu: + 1) =· xlk) + Ylk) + u(k) (E.5)8 0 T 0A 82,

Y(k) = X(k) (E.6)0 C 1 ‘

Where ' l
· 8 · ‘
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AT = L ¤¤ @1 82 1
Va,§=[bßbAbß,] mr i=1,2 L ’

0 0 0 „
T == 1 0 0 C == [ 0 0 1 ]

0 1 0

Let us define the characterlstlc vector
P'(k)=[A'IBLIB{,]

From equations (3.38) and (3.39) we may also write
T

X(k + 1) = TX(k) + G(k)P(k) I _ V
T

(E.7)

P(k + 1) = lP(k) (E.8)

Y(k) = C X(k) · · (E.9)

Where I E V T
ro] [cc]T = C =

IT 0 T 0 T

[V100/3 ¤(*)'s0em
= I I

V .v2lk)(3 0 V¤lk)'„

Using the extended vector S"(k) [ X’(k) I P"(k) ], it Ieads to
T

S(k + 1)
T

TY(k+ 1) = H(k)S(k) ' (E.11)
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Takinginto account the presence of noise, and assuming that the measurements are
contaminated with a wel-I defined noise, we reformulate our system as follows

$(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + V(k) ‘
(E.12)

Y(k) = H(k)S(k) + W(k) (E.13)

Where the noises V(k) and W(k) are white gaussian noises, assumed to be of zero-

mean and uncorrelated. »
The proposed algorithm was used to perform the estlmation of the parameters from

a simulated input-output data. A unit step to which was added a zero-mean, white
gaussian noise was used to exclte the system. ~

The following algorithm was used

M(k) = F(k - 1)P(k — 1)FT(k) + Q (E.14)

I<(k) = M(k)I-I’(k) [ I~I(k)M(x)I-I’(k) + R ]°’
(6.16)

K(k) = [ I — K(k)H(k) ]M(k) · (E.16)

and

$(k) = F(k - 1)$‘(k — 1) + K(k)[ Y(k) — H(k)F(k - 1)$(k - 1) ] (E.17)

The initial state estimate is assumed to be null, the input and output noises are in-

dependent normallzed gaussian white noises, with known covarlance matrices

$(0) = 0 and P(0) =- 100I

Q, 0
Q(15 >< 15) = Q,(6 >< 6) = dIag(.001,.001,.001,.001,.001,.001)I 0 0 ,
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R(2 >< 2) = diag(.001,.001)

The results of the flrst 30 lteratlons are shown in the flgures at the end of the chapter.

Only the estlmates of the parameters of the characterlstlc polynomial are shown. As

before, two different noise levels were used (o' = 0.10, o* =- 0.30).

As shown in the figures, the estlmates are very good; reasonable estlmates are ob-

tained after just 10 lteratlons, whlch proves that thls approach converges very fast.
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MINIMAL REALIZA'|'ION AND IDENTIFICATION OF

MIMOSYSTEMS4.0

Introduction

_Theproblem of deriving a minimal reallzatlon of a linear dynamical system, first in- 4

troduced by Kalman (1963), can be generally defined as the problem of determining
a triple of matrices (A,B,C), which describes the system behavior in the usual state
space representation, from the knowledge of any other given characterlzation of the (

system. This problem is still an interesting area of research both for theoretlcal im-
pllcations and for the role that the state space representation plays in the develop-

ment of unitary and efficient algorlthms for analysis and synthesls purposes.
Many authors [24,37] have been concerned with the matrices of rational proper

functions, partial fraction expansions, weightlng patterns as initial system data.

Moreover, the direct reallzatlon from input/output observations has been emphasized
by some authors, mainly extending the original work by Ho and Kalman (1965). Some
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authors, starting from an input/output canonical representation give a canonical re-
alization from a sequence of Markov parameters [1,5]. W However, these methods in-
tend to estimate more parameters than systems actually need, therefore, the
efficiency of identification can be greatly degraded in case of the presence of nolses.
Among the models used for identification, the canonical state space model are pri-

marily used because of the smaller number of parameters needed in the model when
canonical forms are used, and also because of its practical use in control theory. For '

a given input/output description, the matrices (A,B,C) are not unique, and any non-
singular linear transformation of the state will give another set of these matrices.
This has led to the development of several canonical forms of the state space for-
mulation that reduce the number ofparameters to be estimated, as well as make the
problem of identification simpler [11]. However, each canonical form introduces
some additional structural parameters which must also be determined before the
model parameters are estlmated.
The problem of system identification consists of two main steps: structural deter-
minatlon and parameter estimatlon. The first step ls more difficult, especially for the
case of noisy data, and successful identification depends heavily on the model used;

every model has its own structural parameters. After estimatlng or assumlng the
structural parameters, the parameters of the model can be readily identified. Another

factor in the problem of identification from noisy data ls the assumptlon made about
the noise. The contribution presented here regards a new realization procedure from
external data observations. The key to the method consists of an input/output rep- ·

resentation which unequlvocally and ln a very simple way is connected with the ir-

reducible matrix-fraction description (MFD) of ARMA models. This property allows
us to perform data selection leading to a minimal realization. In this chapter, the
canonical representation introduced in chapter 1 ls extended/to the minimal realiza-
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tion case of MIMO llnear discrete-time systems. A structural identification algorithm
[13] is given, and a discrete Kalman filter is used to combine state and parameter
estimation using the approach developed for the SISO‘linear systems.

4.1 Matrix-Fraction Description of ARMA Models

We shall study the problem of specifying unique models for input-output relations
‘

of the auto·regressive moving·average (ARMA) type model.

AoY(k) + A1Y(k - 1) + .... + ApY(k -·· p) =· B°U(k) + B1U(k — 1) + .... + BpU(k - p) (4.1) ~

We shall assume that Y(.) ls m—dlmensionaI and U(.) r·dlmensional vector se·
quences. Taking the z·transform of equation (4.1) gives

A(z)Y(z) = Blzivlé) 1 (4-2)

WhereA(

n _, n _,
Z) ·· E A12 B(z) ·· E Biz (4-3)lF'0 l-0

To assure that the Y(.) sequence is uniquely determlned by U(.), we shall require
that:

DetA(z) =¤= 0 (4.4)

at all but a finite number of points
Finally, we assumethatMINIMAL
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T(z) == A”°(z)B(z) (4.5)

is a proper rational matrix, namely that

lim T(z) =¤ E < ¤¤ for z -• ¤¤ (4.6)

This guarantees that T(z) is the transfer function of some linear dynamlcal system.
(A(z),B(z)) ls known as a left matrlx·fraction descriptlon (MFD) of T(z).
Among all MFD’s of T(z) are some in which the numerator and denominator are left

coprlme, that ls they have no common left factors except unimodular matrices

(polynomial matrices with polynomial inverses). Such MFD’s will be called irreduc-
ible, it follows that the determinantal degree of the denominator matrix of every irre-

ducible MFD of T(z) is the same and ls minimal among the class of all MFD’s of T(z).
ln this sense, the irreducible MFD’s are the simplest of all possible MFD’s of a given

‘

T(z).

lt should be clear that the problem of determinlng a set of canonical forms for MFD’s,
l

is precisely the classical problem of determining canonical forms for one·sided
equivalence of full rank polynomial matrices. Since an irreducible MFD can always
be found from an arbitrary MFD by removing the greatest common left divisor of nu-
merator and denominator, a set of canonical forms for all MFD’s can be found in this

way.

A subset of the irreducible MFD’s has the additional property that the determinantal
degree of A(z), is equal to the sum of the degrees of the rows of A(z). Such an A(z)
will be said to be row proper, following Wolovich, and the correspondlng MFD will be

called standard. By row permutatlons, the row degrees may be arranged in de-
creaslng order. Furthermore, it can be shown. that the irreducibility of the MFD
(A(z),B(z)) ensures the observability and controllablllty of the realization (A,B,C), the
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determinantal degree of A(z), ln an irreducible MFD of T(z), is the dimension of a
minimal reallzatlon of T(z).

The classical canonical form for left equivalence of polynomial matricies provides
the first canonical form for an irreducible MFD. [The Hermite canonical MFD (
A„(z), B„(Z))„ is obtained by taking any irreducible MFD(A(z),B(z)) and applying the el-
ementary row operations that brlng A(z) to its Hermite form A„(z). The same oper-
ations applied to B(z) then give B„(z). ln this form, the matrix A„(z) is lower triangular,
with monic polynomials as diagonal elements and with each diagonal element having
the greatest degree in lts column. Although A„(z) ls not necessarily row proper, It is
column proper. Rosenbrock [28] used the Hermite MFD to specify a unique MFD form

A second canonical MFD Is ls the echelon MFD introduced by Popov[27], denoting

this form by (AE(z), B,(z)), lt ls specified by the following requirements. There is a set
of pivot Indices {s, ; I em} defined so that If A(z) =·= (A,l(z)), then:

• 0/n,2n,2...2n,,,
V

_

• 1/ degree of A,,l(z) = n, I

• 2/ A,,l(z) ls monic polynomial

• 3/ degree of A,,l(z) < nl for
I ¢ j

• 4/ degree of A,l(z) < n, for

• _ 5/ Ifn,= nlandi>jthen
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ln other words, A,(z) ls a row proper matrix with row degrees {n,}. The polynomial

A,,,(z) is monlc and has a degree n, that is larger than that of any other polynomial in

column s, and of any polynomial to its right in row l. Finally lf two rows have the same

degree, the pivot index of the first is smaller than that of the second. Since (

A,(z), B,(z)) ls a standard, irreducible MFD, an observer form realizatlon may be as-

sociated wlth it.

In this chapter, we shall show that a more complete canonical MFD is closely related

to observable canonical state space models.
ß

Consider the equatlon(4.2)A(z)Y(z)

= B(z)U(z) (4.2)

Where 4

A11(Z) „„ A1m(Z) B,,(z) „„ B,,(z)

A„„(z) .... A„,,„(z) B,„,(z) .... B,,„(z)

The polynomlals of A(z) are given by:

.4,;:) = :"· + aß°'-1z”'
" + ....T. + aß: + aß (4.7)

A„(z) = aß°'!z"'! + ag'! -12"'! -1 Ä- ..... + aßz + aß (4.8) l

Where n,, S n, for all] ¢ I 7 , ‘
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i.e. A(z) Is a row reduced polynomlal matrix, wlth the diagonal polynomials as monlc
polynomials with the highest degree In their rows. Then the set of pivot Indices is
defined such that s, = I . We will also assume that the rational matrix T(z) Is proper.
i.e.

deg of I" column of B(z) S deg of i*'• column of A(z) I

Also

· a„(z) = bß"!z"'l + bßß “°z”'/
" + ..... .+ bjz + bg (4.9)

we assume that: n,„ S S rl, S n., Where {n, , l==1,..,m} are the structural Indices, or

The observability Indices since they, In the dual sense, correspond to the

controllablllty Indices [28]. lt Is shown elsewhere [23,24] that only this number of

parameters Is unlquely identlfiable from the given Input/output data. Therefore, the

number of these parameters represents the minimal number of parameters by which

a given linear multlvarlable system may be described. The observability Indices are

obtalned by constructlng the vector sequences

c,.
(4.10)

and selecting them ln the following order

ATC1, ...., ATC,„, .... (4.11)

Using the formula of retainlng a vector A"‘C, If and only If it Is independent from pre-
vlously selected ones. Let n,, n,, ...., n,„ be the numbers of vectors selected from the
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first, second,..., m"' sequence in (4.10) Because of the complete observabillty of the “

system it follows

In
n = äjn, (4.12)

4.2 Structural Identification

lt is well known that the basic feature of multlvariable systems is not specified by a

single order n, but by a set of lntegers (n,_n,, ....,n,,) which will be refered to as

^'structural Indices". Therefore, the problem of structure identification is to determine

those unknown indlces from input/output observatlons.

A method developed by Guidorzl [4,5], and that has been successfully used, mainly

in the deterministic case, is presented to give some Insight into the problem of

structural identification.

Consider the sl" equation ln the set (4.2),i.e. (

In fl§1A„llZ)vllk) = '§1B„l=)¤)lk) (4.13)

That, on the basis of the relations (4.7) , (4.8) and (4.9), can also be written in the

fol-Iowingform

m nu r nu+1* 1) I · 1) (ln nll = ml l4-14)

Consider now the matrix of input/output data given by ‘
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y1(k) y,(k + 1) .... y,„(k) .... u1(k) u,(k +
1)y1(k+ 1) y1(k + 2) .... y„,(k + 1) .... u,(k + 1) u,(k + 2) .... u,(k + 1) ....

y1(k + N) N) .... u1(k + N) u,(k + N) ....

= [ Y1(k) Y1(k + 1) ..... I ...... I Y„,(k) .... I U,(k) ..... I ..... I U,(k) .... ] (4.15)

Equation (4.14) shows that the dependence relations among the vectors of (4.15) are

the same, also taking into account the input, as those among the vectors (4.10). This

property allows the determlnation of the structural indlces by selecting the vectors

(4.15) according to the same selection plan in (4.11). The vectors of (4.15) will there-
fore be selected ln the following order.

Y1(k), ...., Y„,(k), U1(k), ....., U,(k), Y,(k + 1), ....., Y„,(k + 1), ..... (4.16)

A vector ls retalned if and only lf it ls independent from previously selected ones;

when a dependent vector Y,(k + v,) ls found, all the remaining vectors belonging to

the same submatrix will also be dependent so that their test is unnecessary. The

selection ends when a dependent vector has been found ln every output submatrix;

the numbers of vectors selected from these submatrlces will be n,, n,, ...., n„,

The integer N ln (4.15) must be large enough (N > n rv,„ where v,,, max(v,)) in or-

der to permlt the selection of the necessary numberof independent vectors. In other

words, the input-output sequence must be of sufficlent length to permlt the complete

structural identification of the system. Usually the number of available data ls many

times the system order so that the previous condltlon ls largely fu lfilled.
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For the structural identification, the input sequence must satlsfy well known condi-
tions, i.e. must excite all modes of the system. Also the requirement can easily be

met when the length of the data be long enough with respect to the system order. It
is certainly not advisable to carry out the structural identification directly on the vec-
tors of (4.15) because of the large amount of storage necessary; morever, the re- ,
quired storage would be a function of N.

A
Since for every matrix , D,

rankD == rank(D’D) a more useful algorithm follows.

4.2.0 Algorithm for the structural identification

Let A

L,(Y,) = [ Y,(k) Y,(k + 1) ...... Y,(k + I - 1) ] (4.17)

L,(U,) = [ U,(k) U,(k + 1) ...... U,(k + I — 1) ] (4.18)

Then the matrix (4.15) taking 6, vectors in the firstsubmatrlx, 6, vectors in the second,
etc... can bewritten as

R(5,, 6,, ..., 6,,,+,) (4.19)

Define the product R'R as A

$(6,, 6,, ..., 6,,,+,) = RT(6,, 6,, ..., 6,,,+ ,)R(6,, 6,, ..., 6„,+,) (4.20)

S(6,_ 6,, ..., 6,,,+,) is therefore a square matrix whose dimension is given by
51 + + •••• + 6m+r

Construct then the sequence of lncreasing dimension matrices
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$(2,1,..,1), $(2,2,..,1), ....., $(2,2,..,2), (4.21)

and select from (4.21) nonsingular ones. When a singular matrix ls found, one of the
4

Indices is determlned; the procedure ends, all remainingmatrices are singular, when
all m Indices are determined. If two adjacent matrlces in sequence (4.21) are con-
sidered, all the elements of the flrstare present in the subsequent one that can thus
be obtalned by computing only a limited number of terms.
let 4

.
S(u,, p,, ..., u,,,,,) be a singular _matrixÄ_-in (4.21)_and let p, be the index lncreased by

one with respect to the previous nonsingular matrix In the sequence. Then
n, = u, — 1 while the Indices n„ are given by n„g= u, (j=-1,...,m) (i ¢ ;).

4.2.1 Numerical example 4

The input/output sequences of a system with one Input and two outputs are given by

0 1. 0. 0.

1 2. 0. I 0.

2 4. 1. 0.

3 5. 0. 2.
4 -5. 2. -1.

5 -12.
4 4‘

5. 4.

6 15. -3. -9.
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7 50. 1 5. I 10.

8 10. -25. 8.

9 -60. 1 56.- -7.

10 30. -3. 10.

11 0. -27. -4.
— 12 0. 40. 5.

Taking N=9, the sequences of matrlces $(2,1,1), $(2,2,1), ...., $(3,2,2), ...,$(3,3,2),is
constructed.

As an example let us show how the matrix $(2,1,1) wasobtained:
_ Consider $(8,, 8,, 8,) with 8, =2, 8,= 1 and 8,=1.

We know that

$18% ö2• 53) °
RT1ö1• 52- 53)R1ö% ö2• 53)

where (

Riö,. 5,, 53) * { I-6,(V1) L6,(V2) I I-6,0/) }

and

1-6,(V1)= I-,IV1) = [ V100 V10< + 1) ]
1 :.,,1v,) = mv,) = [ v,<«) 1

I-6,0/I = l-1(U) == II U00 ]

SO

R(2,1,1) =[ Y1(k) Y1(k + 1) V200 U(k) ZI
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We choose k=0 and N=9, R(2,1,1) ls a 4 >< 9 matrix given by

0 0 0 1
0 1 0 2

- 1 0 0 4
0 2 2 5

R(2,1,1) • 2 5 -1 -5

5 -3 4 -12 .
-3 5 -9 15
5 -25 10 50

-25 56 8 10

since

$(2,1,1) ¤ RT(2,1,1)R(2,1,1)

we find that ’°
4 T "

689 -1545 -105 -111
-1545 3684 140 -742

$(2,1,1) = · »
-105 140 266 412
-111 -742 412 3040

Is a nonsingular matrix. The first singular matrix found is $(3,3,2) so that

n, = 3 - 1 = 2 this matrix ls deleted from the sequence that continues as $(3,2,3),

$(4,2,3), The second singular matrix found ls $(4,2,3) so that n, = n,„ = 3 since

m =2 the structural Identification is términated.
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4.2.2 ln the presence of noise

ln the presence of noise, the procedure falls since ln practice any vector is Iinearly

independent of th previous ones. ·· Moreover, the introduction ln the test, for instance,

of an acceptability threshold ls an easy source of erroneous evaluatlons.

An equivalent way of testing, as shown in (4.20), ls as known the singularity test of

matrices. This approach is particularly useful in the case of noise, since it allows one

to perform an averaging of the data before the singularity test is made. 3

lt will be assumed here that the input and output sequences are corrupted by an

additive noise with zero·mean, the noisy components of the input and output vectors

will be denoted:

vllkl * vllkl + dll/Ilkl) (421)

u;(k) =¤ u,(k) + d(u,(k)) (4.22)

The origin of the blas ln the structural identification can, however, be easily detected

and ellminated, if the statistics of the noise are known. The elements of the matrix

S = RTR are essentlally correlations or cross·correlations. Because of the assump-

tlon that the covarlance matrix of the additive noise, which is independent of the input

and output sequences, ls diagonal, the following statements stand

Lim 1 •
= Llm 1N _) w-FS N

__ OOWS + N(ds) (4.23)

Where N(d,) is the covariance matrix of the noise vector

d, = { d(y,(k)) ...... d(y,(k + n,,)) I .... I d(u,(k)) ..... d(u,(k + n,-,)) } (4.24)
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If the statistics of the noise are known lt is therefore possible, for N large enough, to

obtain a consistent estimation of the quantlties S by means of the expression

S = S° — N >< N(d,) · _ (4.25)

The identification of the system structure will be performed on the sequence of ma-
» trices S(p,,

p,,Whenthe same amount of uncorrelated zero-mean noise is added to the input-output

sequences and nonoverlapping sets of data are used, then N(d,) = 6*/ where 6* is the

variance of the noise so that
T

Llm 1 * _ Lim 1N .. ¤m$= N .. „N·$# *
°“'

<"·*°>

lt is also important to note that, an estlmate of 6* iszglven by the least eigenvalue of

the symmetrlcal matrix S(p, p, ..., u) for p. > n„ so that a consistent estlmate of the _

structure can be obtained. The same technique can be applied when different

amounts of noise are present of the various lnputs and outputs by performing a pre-

vious scaling on the data; the ratlo of the different nolses must however be known.

lt is much easier to determine the structure of the system if the input output obser-

vations are free from noise corruptlon. In the case of noisy observations, the aIgo· (

rithm given here ls, still far from being satisfactory.
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4.2 Characterization of multivarlable unknown linear
T systems

2

Consider a linear multivarlable system with m·dimensional control input { U(k)} and
r-dimenslonal output { Y(k) } described by the following lrreduclble matrix·fraction
description.

2

A(z)Y(z) = B(z)U(z)

Where A(z) and B(z) are (m >< m) and (m >< r) left coprime polynomial matrices in z.

Given the set of structural indlces n,, n,,...., n„,, these representations allow us to de-

scribe the whole class of completely observable systems. The matrix A(z) must be
row reduced, so that

In
Z n, = deg det A(z) (4.27)

l=1

The pulse transfer matrix given by

G(z) == A ”1(z)B(z) (4.28)

is assumed to be proper, therefore

deg ofI"' column ofB(z) S deg ofim column ofA(z) for l = 1 ,...,m

Define n = Jän, and n„, S .... S n, S n,

We shall show how to construct an observable realization of order equal to
2

degdetA(z). To display the row degrees more expllcitly, we can write

A(z) = H(z)A,, + L(z)A, (4.29)
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B(z) = H(z)B,, + L(z)B, (4.30)—where A _
z"' 0 ...... 0 1 z .... z"' -1 0 0
0 z"* ...... 0 ·· 0 1 z z"' -1 :

H(z) = : : : : L(z) = :
V:

:

0 0 ...... z"··· 0 0 1 z .... z”~
"

The n, are the row degrees of A(z), and A,, is the highest row degree coefflcient matrix

of A(z), the term L(z)A, accounts for the reainlng terms of lower row degree terms of
e

A(z), with A, a matrix of coefficients. The matrices A,,, A,, 8,, and B, are given by:

A, aß ag ...... 63,,
A2 V BA 8}; „„„ 8;,-n

A, (n >< m) == : where A, (n, >< m) == : : : :

Am aß' -1 aß -1 ...... aß}.,-1

1 af} ...... af}, 1
az"} 1 az"}, ”

A,, (m >< m) = : : : :

aßq aß;} ...... 1
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a 2 6, bg bg ...... b§,,
6, 2 bg b,} ...... b},,, ' 2

‘ B, (n >< r) = : where B, (n, >< m) = : : : :

6,,, bg" " bg " ...... 1;/};,*

h bf, bg'; ......
of;6;;bg'; ...... bg ‘

Bh (m >< m) = : : : :

b,’},·q ogg; ...... b{,',··; 6
e

I

Now consider the matrices Eh and E,
l

0 0 ...... 0 0
E1 0 ...... 0

1 0 ...... 0 0
0 E2 ...... 0

0 1 ...... 0 0
E,(n><n)=== ,:: : : WhereE,(I><D==

•••••• ·
•

' . .

0 0 ...... 1 0

0 0 1 0 0

00...0...1 ...0 .
2 2 ,2 2 2 2 2 : 2

Eh (IT) x D) = Z Z Z I Z Z I I Z

0 0 0 0 1
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Accordlng to the hypotheses mentioned, We can state that the system under study
.can be written In the following observable canonical form: a

(
x(k + 1) ·= E,)((k) — A,Y(k) + B,lJ(k) (4.31)

0 = E,,X(l¢) -—· AhY(k) + B„U(k)
4

. (4.32)

Where X(k) ls (n >< 1) statevectorProof:

Conslder the equatlon (4.26) - °

1
A(z)Y(z) = B(z)U(z)

4

As shown ln equatlons (4.29), (4.30) we have -
4

A(z) = H(z)A,, + L(Z)Ä,·

{
B(z) =• H(z)B,, +

L(z)B)‘Substltutlnginto equatlon (4.26), we get —

H(z)A,,Y(z) + L(z)A,Y(z) = H(z)B,,l/(z) + L(z)B,U(z) (4.33)

Now startlng from the set of equatlons given ln (4.31) and (4.32) , let us apply the z-
, transform theorem, we get

4

X(Z) " " (zl ' E;)_1·4)Y(Z) + (zl " E;)_1B/·!(Z) (4-34)

0 = E„X(z) — A,,Y(z) + B,,U(z) (4.35)

Subtltuting equatlon (4.34) lnto equatlon (4.35), lt Ieads to

E,,(zI — E,)'1A,Y(z) + A,,Y(z) = E,,(zI - E,)”1B,Y(z) + B,,Y(z) (4.36)
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It can be checked by direct calculatlon that _

A E,,(zI — E,)"° = H"1(z)L(z) (4.37)
f

By substituting , it leads to

· H”°lZ)L(Z)AiYlZ) + A„YlZ) = H”1lZ)l-(Z)BiUlZ) + BMZ)

Multlplying both members of thls equation by H(z), we get

· L(z)A,Y(z) + ‘H(z)A,,Y(z) = L(z)A,U(z) + H(z)B,,U(z) (4.38)

Hence, the system can be wrltten ln the state space form given by equations (4.31),
(4.32) The main property of the form given by equatlons (4.31), (4.32) is in the fact that
the matrlces E, and E,, that multiply the state convey only structural information about
the system, as they contain only 0 and 1’s. All the parametrlc information is rejected
to the matrlces A, , A,, , B, and B,, .

Q Now let us consider the canonical representation given by

X(k + 1) = E,)t(k) — A,Y(k) + B,U(k)

· 0 = E,,X(k) ·-‘AhY(k) + B„U(k)

Accordlng to the structure of A,,, we can write
f

_ B

A,, ¤ I„, + AM (4.39)

Where Im = (m >< m) identity matrix

X(k + 1) = E,X(k) - A,Y(k) + B,U(k) (4.40)

Y(k) = E,,X(k) — Ap,,Y(k) + B,,U(k) (4.41)
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lt is Immedlately noted, that in our case all unknown parameters or state variables

appear linearly multiplled by either the external variables that are available in the

record of Inputs and outputs, or by matrices that are only composed of zeroes and

ones. Thls very Important property enables us to construct a linear estimator for all
unknown variables and parameters of the system. _

Let us construct the total parameters vector P = [A* I 8*]* Where A stands for the

vector formed by all non null parameters Of A,, and A, and B stands for all parame-

ters of 8,, and B,
I I

Remark: lf the rational matrlx G(z) ls strictly proper, then 8,, = 0 I

As all parameters in P are supposed unknown but constant , we shall formulate that

bv

P(k + 1) = P(k) (4.42)

with those conslderatlons, and as shown for the SISO case, the equations can be re-

written ln the following form „

X(k + 1) = E,X(k) + G[Y(k),U(k)]P(k) (4.43)

Y(k) = E,,X(k) + N[Y(k),U(k)]P(k) (4.44)

Where the matrices G and N depend only on the values of the observed external

variables Y(k) and U(k) at tlme k and their dependance and structure are fixed after

the orderlng of the unknown parameters ln P.

Using the extended vector S’(k) =- [X*(k) I P*] , we mayflnally represent the system

In the followingway

S(k + 1) = F[Y(k),U(k)]S(k) (4.45)
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Y(k) = H[Y(k),U(k)]$(k) (4.46)

Where (

El G(Y„U)F[Y(k)„U(k)l = 0 I H[Ylk)•U(k)l = [ E), l N(Y„U) ]

The final augmented system is a time·varying linear system. We may state our
problem as follows: given a record of the external variables, find an optimal estimator
for the unknown parameters of the model. lt is known that such problem must be
lmbedded in a nonllnear filtering

one.Illustrationof this canonical form ~

Consider a 5-th order two·input two·output linear dlscrete-time system, the system is
represented by the form given in (4.2)

A(z)Y(z) == B(z)U(z)

the structural parameters of the system are n, = 3 and n, = 2 , hence, the polynomial

matrices A(z) and B(z) are given by: l

Z3A(z)~

am bi.? + ¤i«z’ + bl.: + ¤§’« biz? + bizzz + bl.: + biz
"’ b111z "‘ bg1 bäzzz "' bgzz + bgz

As shown in equations (4.29), (4.30) we have
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A(z) = H(2)A„ + L(2)A1
8 8

· B(z) = H(Z)Bh + L(Z)B'-

Where
8

23 0 1 2 22 0 0
8

H12) == 2 L12) = 8 1
0 2 0 0 0 1 2

Therefore, 1

1 821 811 8182 8
A,,(2 X 2) = 2

B„(2 X 2) = 2 2821 1 821 822 1

81,1 81,2 ‘ 1 2 11A1 1 1 821 822A,(5 X 2) = where A1(3 X 2) = 811 a12 A2(2 X 2) = 1 1A2 2 2 821 822
811 812 2

821 822B1 1 1X = where X * D11 Ö12 X = 1 1B2 2 2
2’ 821 822

Now consider the matrices E, and E,, 1

· 0 0 0 2
E1 0 1 . 0 0

E,(5 X 5) ¤ where E1(3 X 3) =-1 1 0 0 1E2(2’X 2) =
°

E2 3
88

1 0
0 100

0 1 0 0 1
88

E„(2 X 8

0 0 0 0 1 1 8
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Therefore, our system can be written in the following form

X(k + 1)- E,X(k) — A,Y(k) + B,U(k) I

0 = E,,X(k) — AhY(k) + BhU(k)

As mentloned in equatlon (4.37), it can be checked by direct calculation that: j

Enlzl — El)" = H"(zll-fz)

4.4 Identification algorithm

Measurements of the system Input { U(k) } and output { Y(k) } become available ln
real time, and the aim is to estlmate the coefficients aj} and bg; using the measure-
ments. If (4.1) is taken as the equatlon describing the system and the measurements
are supposed to be noise-free, with sufflcient measurements, the coefficients can be
found by solving a set of linear equations, lt ls, however, more realistic to model the

states of the system as being subject to random perturbations and to model the
measurements as being noisy. So, we must lntroduce more structure into the prob-

lem, and derlve as ln chapter 1 an Identification algorithm that involves a standard

discrete-time Kalman filter. j
Consider the random signals Y(k), S(k) described by the following equations, which

include the processes generatlng the noises and perturbations

S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + v(k) (4.47)

Y(k) = H(k)S(k) + w(k) (4.48) (
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Where:

S(k) is the extended state vector of the system

Y(k) the measured output signal

lf the noise terms {V(k),W(k)}, as well as the initial condition $(0), are gausslan, then

$(0) is determined by the Kalman filter.

We assume that V(k)· and W(k) are white gausslan sequences with correlation

func-tlons

VU<) VU) T Q 0
E{ } "‘ öxi (4-49)

W(k) W(I) 0 R

and more precisely, V(k) and W(k) are independent of all the past of the system V(k)

and W(k) are also, assumed to be independent of the state S(k).

Kalman filtering can be applied- to provide a technique for the identification of the

coefficients ln a scalar ARMA equatlon of the form (4.1).

The matrices F(k) and H(k) are available at each time k from the record of the

input-output data. We assume also that the matrices Q and R are known, so are the

statistical characteristics of the initial state $(0), that ls to say its mean value and

covadance.

At the time k, we dispose of the measurements vector

YT(k) = [ Y(0) Y(1) Y(k) ] (4.50)

and we seek to estlmate the unknown vector

ST(k) = [s’(o) ST(1) ST(k) Sr(k + 1)] (4.51)
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The assumptions of the problem allow us ln theory to calculate the mean values,

variances and covariances of S(k) and Y(k), hence, the possibility to apply the general

formulas of the optimal linear estimation to obtain S(k) as a linear function of Y(k)

s(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + K(k) [ Y(k) - H(k)S(k)] (4.52)

The estimation problem can be stated as the choice of the optimal gain K(k) such that

the reconstruction error is minimal. From a standard dlscrete Kalman filter an esti-

mation algorithm is developed. let

S(k/k) == optimal flltered estimate of S(k)

S(k+1lk) = optimal predlcted estimate- of S(k)

lf the optimal flltered estimate S(k/k) and the covariance matrix P(k/k) of the corre-

sponding filtering error S(k/k) are known for some k, then the single·stage optimal

predlcted estimate for all admlssible loss functions is given by the expression

5(k + 1/k) =+ F(k)§(k/k) (4.53)

The stochastlc process { S(k+1/k), k==0,1,..} defined by the single-stage predicted

error relation

§(k + 1/k) = S(k + 1) — §(k +1/k)is

a zero mean gauss·markov process whose covarlance matrix is given by the re-

lation ‘

P(k + 1/k) = F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q (4.54)
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The optimal flltered estimate S(k+1/k+ 1) ls glven by the recurslve relation

s(k + 1lk + 1) = F(k)s(k/k) + K(k + 1)[y(k + 1)_H(k + 1)F(k)§(k/k)] (4.55)

for k=0,1,.... where é(0/0) =S(0)
The 'Kalman galn" ls given by the following set of relations

2

I<(k + 1) = P(k + 1/k)HT(k + 1)[H(k + 1)P(k + 1/k)I·IT(k + 1) + R]" (4.56)

P(k + 1/I:) = F(k)P(k/k)FT(k) + Q (4.57)

P(k + 1/I: + 1) == [I — K(k + 1)I-I(k + 1)]P(k + 1/k)
E

(4.56)

For k==0,1,.... and P(0/0)=P(0)

4.5 Example ofidentifictionConsider

a third order dlscrete-time linear system, whose structural parameters are

supposed to be known a priori. From a simulated Input/output data we attempt to
estimate the parameters of the matrix fraction description of the system. To reduce
the number of parameters we will assume that the matrix transfer function ls strictly
proper, we also assume that the monlc polynomlals have the hlghest degree, i.e. the
diagonal polynomials of A(z) have a higher than any other polynomlal in their row.

Z2 + ¤%Z + ¤% ¤l2Z + ¤% b%Z + bi. ¤$2Z + ¤%
0 0 Y(z) == 0 0 U(z) (E.1)821 Z "' 822 y 821 822

Our system can be written In form
2
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A(z)Y(z) = B(z)U(z) (E.2)

2 with the following values of the parameters

ai', = 0.27 ai, = 1.20 ‘ ai', == 1.0 .

ai, = 2.0 ai', == 0.70 ag, = 0.0

bi', = -1.0 bi, = 3.0 bi', == -1.0

bi, = 1.0 bi', = 2.0 bi', = -1.0

Using the observabIe—form realization we write

A(z) = H(z)A,, + L(z)A, V (E.3)

B(z) = L(z)B, (E.4)

Where

z' 0 1 z 0
H(z) ¤ L(z) =¤

0 z 0 0 1

with

821 822 8:,1 892 8
1 0A S 1 1 B S b1 b1 A Si 811 812 i 11 V 12 n 0 18291 8292 821 8292

Using the new approach developed earlier, the system can be expressed in the fol-

lowing form
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Xlk + I) = Eixlki — A)Ylk) + B)-/ik) (6.6)

0 = E,X(k) " A,,Y(k) . (E.6)

Where V

[ 0 0 0 I 0 1 0E,== 100 8I7dEh*[0 0 10 0 0

According to the structure of A,, our system may be rewritten as

X(k + 1) = E,X(k) ·· A,Y(k) + B,U(k) 1
(E.7)

l Y(k) == E,,X(k) (E.8)

let the parameters vectorsbeAT

" I: 81,1 811 821 81,2 812 82,2
ZI BT * I:

81,1
811 821 812 812 832]

Using the total parameters vector P' =- [ A' I B" ] we can write

X(k + 1) = E,X(k) + G(k)P(k) . * (E.9)

P(k + 1) = P(k) (E.10)

Y(k) = E„X(k) _ (E.11)

Where

GII!) =[ ")’1I3 I "Y2I3 I "113 I I-'2’3 II 1

Using the extended vector S’(k) == [ X'(k)I I P'(k) ] we may express the system
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S(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) (E.12)

Y(k) = H(k)S(k) (E.13)
l

where K
l I

E, G(k) l
6(k) = and Hut) = [ 6,, 0 ] .

It will be more reallstic to consider the system as being subject to random perturba-

tions and the measurements as being noisy, so, we reformulate our system as fol-

Iows

$(k + 1) = F(k)S(k) + V(k) „ (E.14)

Y(k) = H(k)S(k) + w(k) _ (E.15)

Where the noises V(k) and w(k) are white gaussian noises, assumed to be of zero- .

mean and uncorrelated.
l

A unit step corrupted by an additlve zero·mean, white gaussian noise was used to

excite the system. From the simulated noise contamlnated input-output data, the

proposed approach was used to estimate the parameters.

The following algorlthm was used

_ M(k) =- F(k — 1)P(k - 1)FT(k) + Q (6.16)

K(k) = M(k)HT(k) [ H(k)M(k)HT(k) + R ]" (E.17)

Kikl = ll l·· Klk)Hlk) ]M(k) (E.18)

and l
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s(k) = F(k — 1)$(k — 1) + K(k)[ Y(k) - H(k)F(k - 1)§(k - 1) ] (E.19)

The initial state is assumed to be null and known, the input and output noises are
independent normalized gausslanüwhite noises, with known covariance matrices

$(0) = 0 and P(0) = 100I 1 1

6 0, 0IO(15x 15) = » Q,(3.>< 3) ¤ diag(.001,.001,.001)
0 0 1

R(2 >< 2) =·=·diag(_.001,.001). ( l

The same noise levels (6* = 0.10, 6* =- 0.30) were used in the simulated example
given here. The first 30 parameters estimates are given in the figures at the end of '

the chapter. Only the estimates of the parameters of the characteristicpolynomlalare
shown. 6

4.6 Discussion

The application of the identification algorithm to a simulated 3rd order 2 >< 2
discrete-time system led to the same results obtalned ln the preceding chapters. The
structural Indices were known a priori, hence, only the parameters estimatlon step
was performed. The computed estimates were found to be fairly good and accurate.

Only 12 iteratlons were needed to obtain reasonable estimates, which sustains the

claim that the algorithm converges very, fast, and requires less computing time than
other methods to obtaln good estimates. However, ln a practical situation there
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would be no prellminary knowledge of the system’s· structure, and a structural iden-

tification algorithm would have to be applied, which might get quite involved mainly

in the noisy case.
l

In chapter 2 an alternative to this problem was presented to the structural identifi-

cation step. Only the order of the system ls required, but more parameters are esti-

mated. Thls method attempts to identify a system ln lts reduced state space

representation where the order ls minimal.

lt should be noticed that an overestimation of the structural parameters does not

deteriorate the performance of the algorithm. such overestimation can be easily

corrected as lt leads usually to zero pole cancellatlon. An underestimation of these

parameters may lead to an unsatlsfactory identification.
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Conclusion e

An algorithm has been proposed for on-line Identification of the states and parame-
ters of llnear dlscrete·tlme multlvarlable systems. lt ls a one-stage algorithm, in
which a special canonical form of the state equatlons provides a pseudo·Iinear rep- °

resentatlon where all unknown parameters and state. variables appear llnearly multi-
plied by either external variables, or by matrlces that are only composed of zeroes f

i and ones.
T

Derivlng an augmented system, that lnvolves augmentlng the state variables of the
system by adjoinlng to them the unknown parameter vectors and treating them as a
part of the new state variable vector, unbiased estlmates of the parameters are ob- A

tained using a discrete-time Kalman filter. The algorithm requires gaussian noise
sequences wlth known statistics.
A nice feature of the given algorithm ls that, lt works directly on lnput/output data and
leads to a staterepresentation.On

the basis of the number of slmulated examples treated, the identification ap-

proach appears to be working quite well. The convergence of the algorithm is very

fast, the number of iteratlons needed to obtaln conclusive convergence ls very small, .
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yet the estimation accuracy compares favorably with the performance of other more
i

elaborate identification techniques. Actually, the minimal number of iterations nec- 1

essary for convergence is equal to the total number of states and parameters to be
estimated. By reducing the number of iteratlons, the method requires less computer
time. lt gives unbiased and conslstent estimates even for high noise·to·signal ratios.

As to be expected, the examples considered illustrate the importance of using an

input sufflciently rich in spectral components. Too, ltls extremely important to use

initial conditions on the augmented state and on the covariance matrices which are

not ln contradiction with the actual values of the parameters to be identified.

The identification method described here constltutes an effective on-line estimation

technique which may be of value In practical situations. Though the preliminary re-

sults are encouraging, further work is needed to make the algorithm operational in a

real time fashion and speed up the computational routlnes in the program as well as

compare its performance in relation with other identification jschemes.

In order to lmplement this estimation algorithm lt lsnecessary to know the spectral

components, which represent our knowledge about the perturbations and noises. To

estimate the noise characterlstlcs can be advantageously used in algorithms of the

type [ 1, where an on-line algorithm for the Identification of the model is proposed,

first the autocovariance matrices are estlmated and then
ia

minimal reallzation is de-

rived. An investigation can be performed to check whether the Kalman filter is
·

working optimally or not. lf the Kalman filter ls suboptlmal, a technique as mentloned

above can be developed to obtain asymptotically normal, unbiased and conslstent

estimates of Q and R.

Also, the problem of structure estimation for the state space model from noisy data

is of great importance in system identification and more work should be done about
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it. From practical considerations; it is important todetermine the adequacy of
themodelunder the types of inputs the process is Ilkely to encounter.
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